
 

Greetings from MIMMA! 

 

 

ELECTRIFYING JB: THE START OF SEASON 3 

Johor Bahru, 22nd MARCH 2015 – Brace yourselves, one of the most epic journeys in mixed 

martial arts history has begun as we scour the country yet again to unearth more local talents at 

the grass roots level. We head to the edge of the peninsular, erecting the glorious MIMMA cage, 

for MMA hopefuls in Johor to unleash their talents with the goal of impressing our judges, which 

will secure them a place to fight in The Malaysian Invasion Mixed Martial Arts Season 3. 

Johor always provides a superb mixture of MMA talents and characters thanks to its active 

involvement in MMA and other stand-alone martial arts. The gyms here also send their amateur 

fighters to compete in amateur competitions in Singapore. Two-time MIMMA Middleweight 

Champion, Jing Yi Chong, has become a household name, and a source of inspiration to young 

MMA talents in Johor Bahru as they brave the challenges to realize their dreams.  



 

 

Jason Lo states, “The MMA scene in Malaysia has bloomed tremendously over the past couple of 

years with efforts from all quarters including the gyms, the fans and the fighters themselves. 

Having the first tryouts in Johor Bahru symbolizes a great start to a great journey as we all know 

that the depth of love for MMA among the community here is very profound.” 

“We are excited to start season 3 as amateur fighters who will be going for the tryouts will more 

knowledgeable and well-trained. They should already know what to expect because I am sure they 

have been taking points from the previous 2 seasons. The amateur scene is healthy now. It is the 

most electrifying season, so let’s get the ball rolling!” he added.     

Johor Bahru City Square has witnesses a huge turn up for the tryouts with more than 250 

participants came to show their skills. We were very amazed by the female as well the foreign 

fighters who came over the weekend as they came all prepared mentally and physically. 

Expectations are very high as the locals are known to be greatly driven by their state pride. The 

presence of The Ultimate Beatdown, the oldest MMA promotion in the country, is another 

important catalyst to boost the talents in the southernmost state in Malaysia. The question on 

everyone’s mind now is “Will we be seeing another champion coming out of Johor?” Stay tuned to 

find out!  

END 

 

MIMMA: 

Malaysian Invasion Mixed Martial Arts (MIMMA) seeks to discover and develop local MMA talents by being the 

platform for amateurs to compete and put their highly honed skills and countless hours of dedicated training to the test. 

Major cities throughout the country are targeted as centres for the tryouts to maximize the odds of potential MMA talents 

to be discovered.  MIMMA is for all Malaysian citizens aged 18 years old and above are eligible to partake in the fighting 

championship which is divided into 7 different weight classes: Flyweight, Bantamweight, Featherweight, Lightweight, 

Welterweight, Middleweight and Heavyweight with additional 2 new Catchweight categories for Female and Foreign 

amateur fighters.  Aspired to be the biggest amateur MMA fighting championship in Asia, MIMMA will also be featuring 

the largest prize money ever for a local tournament which is worth up to RM150,000 in total.  

For more information please visit : http://malaysianinvasion.com/ & https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianInvasion  

http://malaysianinvasion.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianInvasion

